DEPORTATION DEFENSE GUIDE

FOR THE FAITH COMMUNITY
Lifting Up Individual Deportation Cases in the Trump Era
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Introduction
For five years, PICO National Network has consistently fought
back against efforts by the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS), Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), and Customs
and Border Patrol (CBP) to criminalize immigrants, detain people
in their communities, and expand the deportation force. PICO’s
approach is to continue re-evaluating tactics and strategies to
identify leverage points and expand protection of the most
vulnerable. The goals of taking an individual case are multifold:
to help the family, and ultimately, to maximize the community’s
ability to take care of each other so that no one stands alone; to
create long-term change; to prevent government abuses; and to
galvanize elected officials to take action publicly.
The major organizing objectives of publicly lifting up an individual
case are to connect the individual person’s imminent deportation,
circumstance and story to the larger local, regional and national
immigration enforcement, and to bring public light and scrutiny
to government immigration enforcement overall. Lifting up the
individual case is an opportunity to hold DHS and other agencies
accountable when abusive tactics and discriminatory patterns of
enforcement are identified. It also can present opportunities to
lift up stories of enforcement near sensitive locations, raids, illegal
racial profiling, in addition to stories of individual immigration
cases that are subject to arbitrary granting of prosecutorial
discretion.
President Trump has issued executive orders that expand the
powers of individual immigration agents, and tell ICE and CBP
to cast a wider net. While undocumented immigrants with a
criminal convictions continue as enforcement priorities, other
undocumented groups such as persons with prior orders of
deportation, and even those with no conviction but with contact
with the criminal justice system, are now a priority. As the
administration has made clear, with very limited exceptions,
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ICE and CBP will no longer “exempt classes or categories of
removable aliens from potential enforcement.” An undocumented
immigrant encountered during any enforcement action will be
detained.
ICE and CBP under the Trump administration has and can exercise
prosecutorial discretion when implementing enforcement to
minimize harm against immigrant families and communities
and to focus resources. However, in practice, the exercise of
this discretion is highly inconsistent, and in some regions, nonexistent.
The increased enforcement actions that have taken place and
the work of the immigration movement to stop deportations
and detentions show that the federal government is failing to
recognize the hardship and devastation experienced by immigrant
families in the United States. Rather than create more and more
categories of enforcement targets, DHS should promote public
safety by considering family connections, community ties, military
service, rehabilitation, education, or employment and then weigh
any convictions or negative factors against both these and the
resultant hardships of deportation.
Despite repeated request by advocates, DHS provides no clarity
about how an individual facing imminent removal can qualify
for prosecutorial discretion. DHS’ inconsistency in employing its
own prosecutorial discretion guidelines, its decision to categorize
people with immigration-related offenses and contact with the
criminal justice system as criminals, and its failure to clarify how
immigrants can advocate on their own behalf have torn apart
thousands of immigrants from their loved ones and devastated
entire communities, all without increasing public safety or national
security. This is why immigrant rights advocates, legal service
providers, and elected officials have chosen to advocate on behalf
of immigrants, case-by-case. Advocacy on behalf of individuals
facing deportation can make the difference as to whether a family
stays together or is torn apart.
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Purpose of Deportation Defense Guide
There are many ways to help a person facing deportation, including but not limited to, finding the
person a good attorney, advocating privately to an elected official or accompanying the person to
immigration court or a check in. However, this guide is focused on lifting a case publicly in traditional
and social media and placing pressure on immigration services with the help of congregations, the
community, and elected officials. Although there is no guarantee, PICO has learned that in lifting
up a case in the public sphere, each letter of support from a legislator, each newspaper article, each
call from a community member to ICE, and each action taken by those advocating can help stop a
deportation.

Selecting Cases
Cases may come from local agencies, attorneys, or from congregations. It is always best to lift up cases
of members, leaders, and the local congregation or network.
All immigrants are deserving of protection, and there is no right or wrong answer as to what case
to lift up publicly. However, looking for “clean cases” of a person without convictions will only
undermine the narrative that all immigrants are deserving. Further, it is futile as all immigrants are
now considered “criminals” regardless of criminal history. In practice, the “felons” and “criminal”
label is broadly interpreted by immigration enforcement. It can mean expedited deportation for an
immigrant with a drug charge and no conviction. It can cover a teen accused of gang membership on
the basis of essentially no evidence whatsoever. It can include a citation for being drunk in public, an
old conviction for driving under the influence (DUI), or a ticket for driving without a license. Or it can
be based on a criminal record on which the only offense is illegal entry or re-entry- a misdemeanor and
felony, respectfully- convictions which are becoming increasingly common under this administration.

Note: Criminal and immigration history is relevant to the organizing. The more
contact with the criminal justice system, the more deportation orders the person
has, the more they will be a high priority for deportation. Therefore, in order to stop
the deportation, the community will have to show more power and support for the
person and their family.
Of highest importance when selecting a case is asking: does the individual’s story meet the organizing
objectives of publicly lifting up an individual case? If the answer is “yes” then lifting up the case
makes sense regardless of criminal or immigration history.
See, Appendix: Initial Interview Form for an initial interview form that will help you identify cases and
relevant facts.
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Roles in a Public Campaign
The goal of the public campaign is to raise the community’s voice so strongly that immigration has
little choice but to stop the person’s deportation. This can only be achieved with the family, the
community and elected officials working together. Each role is important and understanding the roles
of the family, the faith community, and elected officials, and how each work together, will help build a
stronger campaign.

Role of Family
The family and individual must support and explicitly consent to
lift up the case publicly. A case does not go public until the family
determines it is in their best interest, and is comfortable with and
understands the organizing steps that will be taken. Conversely, once
the matter is public if the family decides to stop public pressure,
the family’s wishes will be respected. The family must be part of the
organizing planning and play a role as they feel comfortable. The
family, or the person facing deportation, should:
-----

Participate in all planning meetings
Provide media interviews
Be front and center of any actions such as vigils
Make all final decisions

Role of Community
The community and congregation play a significant role in a stopping
a deportation. It is through the efforts of members of the community
and congregations that elected officials and immigration feel the
most pressure. Although we cannot change a case’s basic facts or
a person’s immigration history, community advocacy, the support of
clergy and the local community working with the family through a
public campaign can:
-- Highlight the factors that should make a person a “low priority” for
deportation by communicating with immigration about the case;
-- Raise public awareness in the community and in media;
-- Help the person in deportation proceedings show significant ties and
contributions to the community by gathering signatures and letters of
support from elected officials, community leaders, and allies;
-- Encourage individuals to make calls and send emails to show that the
community is watching, and that the person has community support;
-- Accompany the person to an ICE interview or court.

Role of Clergy and Faith Leaders
Whether or not clergy are a part of the initial planning and
strategizing, faith leaders play an important role. Clergy can:
------

Meet with ICE, elected officials to discuss case;
Act as spokesperson;
Lead actions;
Create tension with ICE officials in public actions;
Provide pastoral care to the family.
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Role of the Attorney
It is recommended that the individual or family have legal
representation. The attorney will file legal documents such as
stays of removal or applications for relief, represent the individual
in court or at ICE check-ins and help organizers, leaders and
clergy understand procedural history of the case and legal
strategy. Having a full understanding of the case from a qualified
attorney will help with planning the deportation defense. With
the permission of the family the deportation defense team
should speak with the legal representative as early in the process
as possible. Attorneys can act as spokespersons for the family
and should be asked to speak at vigils or press conferences.

Tips for Working with Attorneys
Some attorneys have never worked with organizers and may not understand the process of a public campaign or community organizing. It is recommended that you:
-------

Speak with legal representative early in the process.
Clarify the role of the organization or congregation, i.e., organize public support to stop the
deportation of individual.
Explain what a public campaign may look like, using this guide.
Explain the organization’s role is not to represent the individual but will leave all legal
questions and representation to the attorney.
Ask the attorney to give the legal strategy of the case, including dates of filings and other
relevant legal information to help inform the organizing.
Regularly check in with the attorney to discuss ongoing organizing, and vice versa, legal
strategy.

Role of Elected Officials
A public campaign should include pressure on local and national
elected officials to stand with the family. Elected officials, in
particular members of Congress and their staff, can obtain necessary
information regarding ICE operations through inquiries into the
status of a case and why a person is a priority for deportation. As
part of a public campaign to defend a person from deportation,
public officials can:
------

Release statements or letters in support and highlight the factors that should make a person a “low priority”
for deportation;
Join a press conference with the person or the family of the person facing deportation;
Accompany the person to an interview or court;
Support a resolution denouncing raids, enforcement, and deportations;
Highlight the person’s story on the floor of Congress.

More than ever elected officials are needed to support immigrant families publicly. If they are not
willing to publicly stand with the family, elected officials should be held accountable.
5
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A Case is Identified: Planning to Stop the Deportation
Gathering all interested persons, whether in a meeting or a call, to discuss a plan of action for
defending a person facing deportation is very important. In the meeting, details of the imminent
deportation, of the individual’s story, and of their legal history will be shared, as well as, a plan to
defend the person.
Suggested Persons for initial meeting:
--

Individual facing deportation (or family member)

--

Lead Organizer

--

Leaders and clergy that will take a role in defense

--

Attorney (if person is represented)

--

PICO National Staff

Planning and Strategizing
Upon identifying a deportation case, there’s a series of delicate legal and organizing steps that must
be taken in order to turn up the pressure.

1. Determine Objective
The major organizing objectives of publicly lifting up an individual case are to connect the individual
person’s imminent deportation, circumstance, and story to the larger local, regional and national
immigration enforcement, and to bring public light and scrutiny to government immigration
enforcement overall. Therefore, below are some questions to help identify your objectives:
What is the narrative you are trying to lift up? See section on Narrative.
What is the moral crisis? (Family separation, raids, enforcement in sensitive locations)
Who is going to be held accountable? (Define your targets)
What are you asking for? (Relief and demands)
See Appendix: Sample Plan Of Action

Suggested Meeting Agenda:
1. Family and attorney share immigration history and ties to the United States
2. Decide if family wants to go public
3. Make a list of congregations and organizations/community figures that can help in this
particular case. How many people are willing to fundraise? Or gather volunteers for a
public action? Or go out and gather community support from leaders, public figures?
4. Divide roles: How many people are willing to work on this case? Who are the leads in
what? What is their time commitment?
5. Get commitment from family members to engage others such as friends, family, and
colleagues in deportation defense and organizing efforts.

Deportation Defense Guide 2018
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Narrative
Every case will have two narratives: the congregation’s (positive and humanizing) and immigration
enforcement’s (negative and dehumanizing). A humanizing, detailed history and timeline that lifts
up the many ties of the individual to the community and congregation will win over elected officials
and the larger community. Furthermore, the same narrative will frame all of the traditional and social
media, talking points and letters to officials. The narrative and timeline may include:
--

Length of residency and employment

--

Family ties: married, children, citizen family members or children with DACA

--

Ties to and activities as part of the congregation

--

Disability or immediate family members with a disability

--

Primary income earner

--

Explain where, how, and what the person was doing when they were detained

--

Length of detention, and whether or not they were granted bail

--

Legal steps taken to halt deportation

--

List any contact with ICE officials and other advocacy efforts to move the case forward

The narrative should be written for easy reference and used consistently by all
participants and on social and traditional media.
See Appendix: Sample Clergy Letter

2. Decide on Team Roles
Publicly lifting up a case is a lot of work, moves quickly, and requires the commitment of 6-10 people,
plus the support of congregations and community organizations. A division of labor is critical. Some
key roles (each role can have more than one person):
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Lead organizer(s)

--

Attorney liaison

--

Social media: including memes, invites for
actions

--

Event organizer such as vigil, press
conference, protest

--

Writer: writes letters, petitions, scripts

--

Clergy organizer

--

Traditional media

--

Phone banking lead

--

Family liaison

--

Videographer and editor
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3. Build a Campaign Plan
Here are some key components to think about as you plan the campaign:
--

What is the timeline? How much time there is to organize and execute?

--

What is our social and traditional media plan?

--

When will we engage elected officials, both privately and publicly?

--

When will we engage immigration officials, both privately and publicly?

--

What is the strategy for legal defense and relief ? (This will be informative in terms of asks to
public officials and immigration)

--

What will be the role of clergy and faith leaders? What actions might they take?

--

How are congregations and community going to be involved? Some options: town halls, vigils,
press conference, civil disobedience, phone banking, a petition delivery

4. Identify a Target: Public Officials
Publicly lifting up cases presents a great opportunity to mobilize against a local immigration official or
remind elected representatives about the cost of their inaction. In identifying who your local target will
be, it will be helpful to answer the following questions:
Who is the local ICE officer presiding over this case? Can we call them out by name?
Is the case taking place in or near a target Congressional district? Is there a local Member of
Congress we can call out in addition or separately?
What is the ask of the elected officials? To take a public stance? To join a vigil? To go to a check
in? Be aspirational.
Note: As people of faith we want to always approach public officials in good faith. Before
publicly targeting officials, is there an opportunity to meet with them? If so, how will you
prepare for that meeting? What might need to happen after the meeting?

5. Engage Clergy
Some clergy will take a bigger role than others, but
providing space for clergy to express moral outrage, provide
a prophetic vision, and drive a positive narrative of the
immigrant family is key. As with leaders and organizers,
identifying roles will help. Some key questions:
What faith tradition is the family? Have you asked
the clergy of the family’s place of worship to join the
organizing and act as a spokesperson?
Who are key clergy in the community? Will they act
publicly to defend the family?
Which clergy will act as spokespersons?
What action will the clergy take? Will they hand deliver
a letter to immigration? Ask for a meeting? Contact
elected officials with an ask?
How can clergy engage other clergy to take action?
Will clergy participate in a vigil, press conference, civil
disobedience?
Deportation Defense Guide 2018
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6. Vigils, Press Conference, Protest
The best way to draw media attention to a particular case is by creating events. In-person press
conferences, vigils, rallies, marches, and telepressers are the best vehicles to help give reporters a
story to cover and to bring public attention to the unjust deportation. See Traditional and Social Media
for more information.
Here are a few questions to ask when trying to assemble an event:
What kind of event do you have the capacity to execute?
Who is your target? Is it a member of Congress or the Administration? Both? Can you host the
event outside of their office or facility?
If it’s an in-person event: How many people will be in attendance? What is your goal for
turnout?
What will they be doing?
Will they be holding any visuals or signs?
If it’s an in-person or telepresser: How many speakers do you plan on having, and what are their
names and titles? Please limit to no more than five.

Photo: Katie Hayes

Traditional and Social Media
A loud and forceful media effort is one of many key tactics to effectively execute a campaign to halt a
deportation and expose what the administration is doing to millions of families across the country.
After vetting a case, deciding to move forward, and determining whether the family is willing to move
forward with a public campaign, below are some suggested recommendations and steps to ensure
that any press work is both strategic and aligned with any legal measures behind the scenes.
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Develop a Narrative and Timeline of the
Individual’s Story
Develop a detailed narrative and timeline of the case
to reference easily. There can be a version for internal
use only, but there should be a version approved for
public consumption that can easily be slotted into
press and web materials. This will ensure consistency
in how everyone speaks about the case and ensures
all spokespersons are consistent with messaging. See,
Appendix: Sample Letter with Humanizing Narrative.

Other Media Opportunities
Aside from events, there
are several other media
opportunities and hooks we can
create to lift up each case. For
example:
--

Would one of the family
members be willing to sign
an op-ed and/or letter to the
editor that we can draft on
their behalf?

--

Are there other online actions/petitions you can ask
the community to take?

--

Are there opportunities to tie
this case work into separate
local actions/events your federation is working on?

Identifying Spokespeople
For most cases, having 2-3 spokespeople prepped
and ready from the outset is an important early step.
Lawyers, family members, local community members,
and clergy/faith leaders usually make the best
spokespeople to address all the legal and moral aspects
of a case. Getting these folks on board early will make
life easier when you are looking for quotes for press
releases or receive a media inquiry. See Appendix:
Sample Talking Points

Following are a few questions you should ask before finalizing your list of spokespeople:
--

Lawyers: Is the lawyer willing to speak to reporters? Are they experienced in dealing with
media? Are they aligned with PICO messaging on the broader subject of immigration reform,
and are they willing to be outspoken about their position?

--

Family Members: Are any of the family members willing to go on record? Can you identify
one family member who can be the lead spokesperson for this case? Do they speak English,
Spanish, or both? Are they US citizen or an immigrant? How does their family members’
deportation impact them emotionally, physically, etc.?

--

Community Spokespeople and Clergy: Did the deportee and/or their family attend a church
or other faith institution regularly? Is there a faith leader there that knows the family and is
willing to talk to reporters? If not, is there a local PICO faith leader that is willing to speak on
the family’s behalf?

Prepare a Video
Videos can be a useful, emotional tool to mobilize
the community on social media and also to share with
traditional media to help tell the story. Editing will be
vital to ensure the videos are impactful.
In order to get the best raw footage for use in the
video, you should identify the best spokesperson.
This will usually be a member of the family. Asking
the right questions will be essential to keeping the
video subject on message and conversational.

See, video of Jorge Taborda’s story:
www.vimeo.com/221951755

Deportation Defense Guide 2018
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Final Steps & Executing
Draft any relevant press materials (including press releases, advisories, media availabilities, op-eds,
etc.) as well as sending and pitching to your local and national press lists. See Appendix: Sample Press
Release, Sample Press Advisory.

Below are some sample interview
questions to consider asking
interviewees to help them tell their
story:
--

Explain how and why your family
member came to the United States?
What motivated them to come?

--

Describe what took place on DATE.
What are the circumstances surrounding how your family member was targeted by ICE officials and/or arrested
by local police and turned over to ICE
officials?

--

What has life been like since your
family member was detained and/
or deported? How does it make you
feel?

--

How does your family member’s pending deportation impact the rest of
your family (mothers, fathers, brothers,
sisters, others)?

--

If you could send a message to the
president, what would you say?

--

What would you say to other families
in similar situations as yours?

11 PICO National Network

Social Media Just like the overall organizing
and media planning, social media should be
carefully considered in deportation defense
and public actions. Social media is an excellent
tactic to help achieve the organizing goals of
the public campaign by lifting up the positive
humanizing narrative, reaching influencers and
moving individuals into action.
Framing the moral dilemma and asking for
action in social media is best as early as
possible in the overall campaign and should
follow an arc of story development to control
the narrative. See Graphic (above). The story
can be developed through the use of memes,
videos, and direct tweeting. See Appendix:
Social Media: Sample Facebook and Tweets
for Reaching Influencers. Livestreaming on
Facebook is another tool to broadcast vigils,
actions and other events to persons unable to
attend, elected officials or for the media.
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D. Social Media: Sample Facebook and Tweets for Reaching Influencers
Use #Sanctuary4All to insert our narrative into the movement’s space on social media.
PICOs official immigration hashtag, #No1StandsAlone can be used alongside.
.@SenatorCardin @ChrisVanHollen @WhipHoyer Will U stand against Veronica’s deportation on Tue.
April 4 @ 8:30AM so #No1StandsAlone?
Veronica is a mother of 4 & wife of a US Vet. @SenatorCardin
@ChrisVanHollen @WhipHoyer Will U stand w/her? [https://www.facebook.com/
events/288565444889925/]
“My family would be destroyed if I am not here to take care of them.”- Veronica @SenatorCardin @
ChrisVanHollen @WhipHoyer #No1StandsAlone
.@SenatorCardin @ChrisVanHollen @WhipHoyer Deportation = permanent family separation 4
Veronica w/ all family in U.S. https://www.facebook.com/events/288565444889925/
Veronica has nothing in Mexico. Her family is here! Help keep his family 2gether. @SenatorCardin @
ChrisVanHollen @WhipHoyer #No1StandsAlone

Deportation Defense Guide 2018
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E. Sample Email Announcement
Dear Friend,

Across the country, people who had received deferred action under the Obama administration are
now being taken into custody and deported when they show up for their ICE check-ins. On Tuesday,
April 4, we aim to have the community and clergy present as Veronica -- a mother of 4 children and
the wife of a US veteran -- goes to her check-in.

On April 4, We will be holding a vigil in solidarity outside the ICE office building, as some clergy
accompany her in to her appointment. We believe that the situation will be strengthened with the
presence of the community, faith leaders and congregants. If you can join us, please register below.
Please encourage others to participate as well.
#sanctuary4all #No1StandsAlone

Meet at 8:30am, Tuesday, April 4th
31 Hopkins Plaza, Baltimore, MD 21201
We will meet in the plaza, just outside the ICE offices

To register: https://goo.gl/forms/YPAxwES01AscOvNO2
To learn more and visit us on Facebook

21 PICO National Network

Sample Facebook Meme: Call to Action

Sample Tweet and Meme To ICE
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F. Sample Run of Show for a Vigil with Talking Points and Ideas to Avoid
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G. Sample Press Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                      CONTACT:
March 9, 2017                                            

Email:

ICE Officials Warn Grandfather to Be Prepared to Surrender Passport During his March 10 Meeting
New Jersey Grandfather Remains Under Threat of Deportation
WASHINGTON – Clergy leaders with Faith in New Jersey, a member of PICO National Network, the largest
grassroots and faith-based organizing network in the nation, will gather for a second time in support of Catalino
Guerrero, an undocumented immigrant facing deportation under the new administration. Following his check-in on
February 8, ICE officials told Guerrero to report to the immigration office again on March 10 and be prepared to
surrender his passport. Guerrero, a law-abiding grandfather of four, is fighting to remain in the United States with
his family. Immediately prior to his 9:00 am hearing on March 10, the faith leaders will meet and pray with Catalino
in front of the Peter Rodino Federal Building 970 Broad Street in Newark, NJ 07102. Some will attempt to company
him inside the ICE building and are requesting Senators Cory Booker and Bob Menendez do the same.
“In addition to clergy, public officials play an integral part in resisting unjust policies and protecting vulnerable
communities,” said Richard Morales, immigration policy director for PICO National Network. “They shouldn’t wait
until immigrants are detained to stand with hurting families.”
In February 2017, ICE officials suddenly summoned Guerrero to the local immigration office. During the meeting,
ICE refused to accept Guerrero’s prosecutorial discretion application for a stay. Following the meeting, ICE asked
Guerrero to come back to the immigration office on March 10 and be prepared to surrender his passport.
“As people of faith we are called to support those in our midst who are being threatened,” said the Rev. John A.
Mennell of St. Luke’s Episcopal Church. “When we stand with Catalino, we take a stand in the face of injustice to
build a pathway to a community where all are truly welcome.”
Guerrero fled Puebla, Mexico in 1991 in pursuit of economic opportunity and an escape from a crime-ridden
area. He has long sought a pathway to citizenship, but has faced one obstacle after another after his former attorney
bungled the paperwork. He desperately wants an opportunity to become a citizen.
“I, like so many others, was born in the US through no assertion of will or choice but chance,” said Pastor Carmine
Pernine of Zion Lutheran Church. “My brother in Christ, Catalino, through no act of volition was born elsewhere.
Yet, because of these arbitrary details you and I are led to believe that someone like Catalino should go and I should
not? I am stuck on the idea that I should make such grave decisions or draw such weighty conclusions based on
things – such as place of birth -- which you or I have no control over. Therefore, I stand with Catalino because
I have no claim to this land unless I fight for the rights of those who choose it - immigrants, refugees and those
seeking asylum.”
“Our faith tells us to stand up with Catalino and all those who dream of freedom,” said Rabbi Joel Abraham of
Temple Sholom in Scotch Plains.
“The Prophet Muḥammad instructed his followers to take care of the needs of our neighbors,” said Imam Saffet
Catovic of Drew University. “Our undocumented neighbors need to feel care and support in this moment,” Catovic
concluded.
###
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H. Sample Press Advisory
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 18, 2017
CONTACT:
New Jersey Grandfather Granted One Year Stay of Removal
ICE now requesting Catalino Guerrero’s wife report on Thursday morning

NEWARK – An undocumented immigrant from Union City, New Jersey, Catalino Guerrero, was
granted a one-year stay of removal by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), allowing him
to continue to live in the United States. However, ICE has requested that Guerrero’s wife, Margarita,
accompany him when he goes to pick up his paperwork.
“While we celebrate Catalino’s stay of removal, ICE’s sudden attention on his wife is deeply troubling,”
said Richard Morales, immigration policy director at PICO National Network. “Catalino desperately
wants to remain in Union City, New Jersey with his family. We stand with both Catalino and Margarita,
and will work to make sure they are able to stay in this country – together.”
Guerrero’s case received national attention after the New Jersey grandfather received the support of
faith leaders from across the country including Cardinal Joseph Tobin of Newark, as well as Senator
Robert Menendez. In April, Guerrero received a brief reprieve from ICE after being ordered to appear
before officials with his passport.
“What should be an exciting moment for Catalino and his family, as well as Faith in New Jersey and
our clergy leaders who have been uniting, rallying and resisting together for Catalino, has been
overshadowed by the fear and uncertainty of Margarita’s circumstances,” said Archange Antoine,
executive director of Faith in New Jersey. “Our faith tells us to sacrifice for the most vulnerable. We
will keep up the fight for our undocumented families – including the Guerrero family – and all who
have been targeted by unjust policies and unjust systems that threaten to pull them apart.”
Guerrero came to the United States in 1991 to flee violence in his home country. When he tried to
obtain a work permit, he was misled into applying for asylum. It wasn’t until eight years later – after
annually renewing his work permit and paying his taxes – he was put into deportation proceedings.
Under the Obama administration, through prosecutorial discretion, Guerrero was allowed to stay in the
United States.
PICO National Network is the largest grassroots, faith-based organizing network in the United States.
PICO works with 1,000 religious congregations in more than 200 cities and towns through its 45
local and state federations. PICO and its federations are non-partisan and do not endorse or support
candidates for office. PICO urges people of faith to consult their faith traditions for guidance on
specific policies and legislation. Learn more at www.piconetwork.org

###
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I. Ways to Engage Elected Officials
CALLS AND TWEETS
Dear Friend,
On Tuesday, April 4, Veronica – mother of four children and wife of a US veteran – faces possible
deportation when she goes to her check-in with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officials
in Baltimore. Multi-faith clergy and community members will join her family in accompanying her
because no one should stand alone.
To learn more and register for the vigil: https://www.facebook.com/events/288565444889925/
Nonetheless, her elected officials -- U.S. Senator Ben Cardin, U.S. Senator Chris Van Hollen, and
U.S. Representative Steny H. Hoyer -- have not yet committed to stand with Veronica. In this time of
uncertainty, mass deportations, and family separation, elected officials have the moral obligation to
publicly stand in solidarity with the most vulnerable.
Join us as we demand that Veronica’s Maryland representatives accompany her on April 4 and assure
her safe return to her husband and four children.
Can you make a phone call or tweet? Full details below.
Veronica came to the United States seeking lifesaving medical attention for her son Juan Pablo, who
had brain damage after an early childhood surgery. Her child Kevin suffers from cerebral palsy. Both
are in need of constant care. “I have two disabled children. My children don’t speak Spanish. For
them, it would be another trauma to go to a country they don’t know,” Veronica explained. “I don’t
want to think about what would happen if I am deported. My family would be destroyed if I am not
here to take care of them.”
You can read more about Veronica’s story in the Washington Post: http://wapo.st/2o7JEcZ
Help us pressure Veronica’s representatives and tell them we must support our sisters and brothers
who are threatened by unjust laws. Make your voice heard loud and clear by tweeting and calling
using the information below. In standing with Veronica, we take a stand in the face of injustice,
building a pathway to a community where all are truly welcome.
Many thanks,
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How to Call Elected Officials
Please call all the numbers listed. Call during business hours. The offices are open from 9-5pm. When
the phone is answered say something like:

“Hi my name is [Full Name]. I am a member of [Organization/Congregation] [If you live in Maryland say
so, too!]. I am calling in regards to Veronica Castro -- the mother of four US citizen children -- who may
be deported on April 4. The community will be publicly holding vigil in Baltimore to assure Veronica
is reunited with her family. I am calling to ask the [Senator/Representative] to also stand with Veronica
and her husband. Will he be there?”

Make sure to say thank you and call the next number.

U.S. Senator Ben Cardin: Phone- (202) 224-4524 or (410) 962-4436 or (301) 860-0414
U.S. Senator Chris Van Hollen Phone- (202) 224-4654 or (301) 545-1500 or (301) 797-2826
U.S. Representative Steny H. Hoyer Phone- (202) 225-4131 or (301) 474-0119 or (301) 843-1577
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